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Label Premise Hypothesis
Contradiction A young boy hanging on a pole smiling at the camera. The young boy is crying.
Contradiction A boy smiles tentatively at the camera. a boy is crying.
Contradiction A happy child smiles at the camera. The child is crying at the playground.
Contradiction A girl shows a small child her camera. A boy crying.
Entailment A little boy with a baseball on his shirt is crying. A boy is crying.
Entailment Young boy crying in a stroller. A boy is crying.
Entailment A baby boy in overalls is crying. A boy is crying.

Entailment Little boy playing with his toy train. A boy is playing with toys.
Entailment A little boy is looking at a toy train. A boy is looking at a toy.
Entailment Little redheaded boy looking at a toy train. A little boy is watching a toy train.
Entailment A young girl in goggles riding on a toy train. A girl rides a toy train.
Contradiction A little girl is playing with tinker toys. A little boy is playing with toys.
Contradiction A toddler shovels a snowy driveway with a shovel. A young child is playing with toys.
Contradiction A boy playing with toys in a bedroom. A boy is playing with toys at the park.

Table 4: We create a hypothesis-plus-one-word model that sees the hypothesis alongside the last noun in the
premise. We show two SNLI test examples (highlighted) that are answered correctly using this model but are an-
swered incorrectly using a hypothesis-only model. For each test example, we also show the training examples that
are nearest neighbors in BERT’s representation space. When using the hypothesis and the last noun in the premise
(underlined), training examples with the correct label are retrieved; when using only the hypothesis, examples with
the incorrect label are retrieved.

5 Discussion and Related Work

Partial-input baselines are valuable sanity checks
for datasets, but as we illustrate, their implications
should be understood carefully. This section dis-
cusses methods for validating and creating datasets
in light of possible artifacts from the annotation
process, as well as empirical results that corrobo-
rate the potential pitfalls highlighted in this paper.
Furthermore, we discuss alternative approaches for
developing robust NLP models.

Hypothesis Testing Validating datasets with
partial-input baselines is a form of hypothesis-
testing: one hypothesizes trivial solutions to the
dataset (i.e., a spurious correlation between labels
and a part of the input) and verifies if these hypothe-
ses are true. While it is tempting to hypothesize
other ways a model can cheat, it is infeasible to enu-
merate over all of them. In other words, if we could
write down all the necessary tests for test-driven
development (Beck, 2002) of a machine learning
model, we would already have a rule-based system
that can solve our task.

Adversarial Annotation Rather than using
partial-input baselines as post-hoc tests, a natural
idea is to incorporate them into the data genera-
tion process to reject bad examples. For example,
the SWAG (Zellers et al., 2018) dataset consists of
multiple-choice answers that are selected adver-
sarially against an ensemble of partial-input and
heuristic classifiers. However, since these classi-

fiers can be easily fooled if they rely on superficial
patterns, the resulting dataset may still contain arti-
facts. In particular, a much stronger model (BERT)
that sees the full-input easily solves the dataset.
This demonstrates that using partial-input baselines
as adversaries may lead to datasets that are just dif-
ficult enough to fool the baselines but not difficult
enough to ensure that no model can cheat.

Adversarial Evaluation Instead of validating a
dataset, one can alternatively probe the model di-
rectly. For example, models can be stress tested
using adversarial examples (Jia and Liang, 2017;
Wallace et al., 2019) and challenge sets (Glock-
ner et al., 2018; Naik et al., 2018). These tests
can reveal strikingly simple model limitations, e.g.,
basic paraphrases can fool textual entailment and
visual question answering systems (Iyyer et al.,
2018; Ribeiro et al., 2018), while common typos
drastically degrade neural machine translation qual-
ity (Belinkov and Bisk, 2018).

Interpretations Another technique for probing
models is to use interpretation methods. Inter-
pretations, however, have a problem of faithful-
ness (Rudin, 2018): they approximate (often lo-
cally) a complex model with a simpler, inter-
pretable model (often a linear model). Since in-
terpretations are inherently an approximation, they
can never be completely faithful—there are cases
where the original model and the simple model
behave differently (Ghorbani et al., 2019). These

Old Premise Animals are running
New Premise Entailment
Hypothesis Animals are outdoors

Label Entailment

Table 1: Each example in this dataset has the ground-
truth label set as the premise. Every hypothesis occurs
three times in the dataset, each time with a unique la-
bel and premise combination (not shown in this table).
Therefore, a hypothesis-only baseline will only achieve
chance accuracy, but a full-input model can trivially
solve the dataset.

Label Combinations

Entailment A+B C+D E+F
Contradiction A+F C+B E+D
Neutral A+D C+F E+B

Table 2: We “encrypt” the labels to mimic an artifact
that requires both parts of the input. Each capital let-
ter is a code word, and each label is derived from the
combination of two code words. Each combination
uniquely identifies a label, e.g., A in the premise and
B in the hypothesis equals Entailment. However, a sin-
gle code word cannot identify the label.

only baselines can detect the artifact. Each label
is represented by the concatenation of two “code
words”, and this mapping is one-to-many: each la-
bel has three combinations of code words, and each
combination uniquely identifies a label. Table 2
shows our code word configuration. The design
of the code words ensures that a single code word
cannot uniquely identify a label—you need both.

We put one code word in the premise and the
other in the hypothesis. These encrypted labels
mimic an artifact that requires both parts of the
input. Table 3 shows an SNLI example modified
accordingly. A full-input model can exploit the
artifact and trivially achieve perfect accuracy, but a
partial-input model cannot.

A more extreme version of this modified dataset
has exactly the nine combinations in Table 2 as both
the training set and the test set. Since a single code
word cannot identify the label, neither hypothesis-
only nor premise-only baselines can achieve more
than chance accuracy. However, a full-input model
can perfectly extract the label by combining the
premise and the hypothesis.

Premise A Animals are running
Hypothesis B Animals are outdoors

Label Entailment

Table 3: Each example in this dataset has a code word
added to both the premise and the hypothesis. Follow-
ing the configuration of Table 2, A in the premise com-
bined with B in the hypothesis indicates the label is En-
tailment. A full-input model can easily exploit this arti-
fact but partial-input models cannot.

4 Artifacts Evade Partial-input Baselines

Our synthetic dataset variants contain trivial arti-
facts that partial-input baselines fail to detect. Do
real datasets such as SNLI have artifacts that are not
detected by partial-input baselines?

We investigate this by providing additional in-
formation about the premise to a hypothesis-only
model. In particular, we provide the last noun of the
premise, i.e., we form a hypothesis-plus-one-word
model. Since this additional information appears
useless to humans (examples below), it is an artifact
rather than a generalizable pattern.

We use a BERT-based (Devlin et al., 2019) clas-
sifier that gets 88.28% accuracy with the regular,
full input. The hypothesis-only version reaches
70.10% accuracy.1 With the hypothesis-plus-one-
word model, the accuracy improves to 74.6%, i.e.,
the model solves 15% of the “hard” examples that
are unsolvable by the hypothesis-only model.2

Table 4 shows examples that are only solvable
with the one additional word from the premise. For
both the hypothesis-only and hypothesis-plus-one-
word models, we follow Papernot and McDaniel
(2018) and Wallace et al. (2018) and retrieve train-
ing examples using nearest neighbor search in the
final BERT representation space. In the first ex-
ample, humans would not consider the hypothesis
“The young boy is crying” as a contradiction to the
premise “camera”. In this case, the hypothesis-only
model incorrectly predicts Entailment, however,
the hypothesis-plus-one-word model correctly pre-
dicts Contradiction. This pattern—including one
premise word—is an artifact that regular partial-
input baselines cannot detect but can be exploited
by a full-input model.

1Gururangan et al. (2018) report 67.0% using a simpler
hypothesis-only model.

2We create the easy-hard split of the dataset using our
model, not using the model from Gururangan et al. (2018).
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Label Premise Hypothesis
Contradiction A young boy hanging on a pole smiling at the camera. The young boy is crying.
Contradiction A boy smiles tentatively at the camera. a boy is crying.
Contradiction A happy child smiles at the camera. The child is crying at the playground.
Contradiction A girl shows a small child her camera. A boy crying.
Entailment A little boy with a baseball on his shirt is crying. A boy is crying.
Entailment Young boy crying in a stroller. A boy is crying.
Entailment A baby boy in overalls is crying. A boy is crying.

Entailment Little boy playing with his toy train. A boy is playing with toys.
Entailment A little boy is looking at a toy train. A boy is looking at a toy.
Entailment Little redheaded boy looking at a toy train. A little boy is watching a toy train.
Entailment A young girl in goggles riding on a toy train. A girl rides a toy train.
Contradiction A little girl is playing with tinker toys. A little boy is playing with toys.
Contradiction A toddler shovels a snowy driveway with a shovel. A young child is playing with toys.
Contradiction A boy playing with toys in a bedroom. A boy is playing with toys at the park.

Table 4: We create a hypothesis-plus-one-word model that sees the hypothesis alongside the last noun in the
premise. We show two SNLI test examples (highlighted) that are answered correctly using this model but are an-
swered incorrectly using a hypothesis-only model. For each test example, we also show the training examples that
are nearest neighbors in BERT’s representation space. When using the hypothesis and the last noun in the premise
(underlined), training examples with the correct label are retrieved; when using only the hypothesis, examples with
the incorrect label are retrieved.

5 Discussion and Related Work

Partial-input baselines are valuable sanity checks
for datasets, but as we illustrate, their implications
should be understood carefully. This section dis-
cusses methods for validating and creating datasets
in light of possible artifacts from the annotation
process, as well as empirical results that corrobo-
rate the potential pitfalls highlighted in this paper.
Furthermore, we discuss alternative approaches for
developing robust NLP models.

Hypothesis Testing Validating datasets with
partial-input baselines is a form of hypothesis-
testing: one hypothesizes trivial solutions to the
dataset (i.e., a spurious correlation between labels
and a part of the input) and verifies if these hypothe-
ses are true. While it is tempting to hypothesize
other ways a model can cheat, it is infeasible to enu-
merate over all of them. In other words, if we could
write down all the necessary tests for test-driven
development (Beck, 2002) of a machine learning
model, we would already have a rule-based system
that can solve our task.

Adversarial Annotation Rather than using
partial-input baselines as post-hoc tests, a natural
idea is to incorporate them into the data genera-
tion process to reject bad examples. For example,
the SWAG (Zellers et al., 2018) dataset consists of
multiple-choice answers that are selected adver-
sarially against an ensemble of partial-input and
heuristic classifiers. However, since these classi-

fiers can be easily fooled if they rely on superficial
patterns, the resulting dataset may still contain arti-
facts. In particular, a much stronger model (BERT)
that sees the full-input easily solves the dataset.
This demonstrates that using partial-input baselines
as adversaries may lead to datasets that are just dif-
ficult enough to fool the baselines but not difficult
enough to ensure that no model can cheat.

Adversarial Evaluation Instead of validating a
dataset, one can alternatively probe the model di-
rectly. For example, models can be stress tested
using adversarial examples (Jia and Liang, 2017;
Wallace et al., 2019) and challenge sets (Glock-
ner et al., 2018; Naik et al., 2018). These tests
can reveal strikingly simple model limitations, e.g.,
basic paraphrases can fool textual entailment and
visual question answering systems (Iyyer et al.,
2018; Ribeiro et al., 2018), while common typos
drastically degrade neural machine translation qual-
ity (Belinkov and Bisk, 2018).

Interpretations Another technique for probing
models is to use interpretation methods. Inter-
pretations, however, have a problem of faithful-
ness (Rudin, 2018): they approximate (often lo-
cally) a complex model with a simpler, inter-
pretable model (often a linear model). Since in-
terpretations are inherently an approximation, they
can never be completely faithful—there are cases
where the original model and the simple model
behave differently (Ghorbani et al., 2019). These
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bel and premise combination (not shown in this table).
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solve the dataset.
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Table 2: We “encrypt” the labels to mimic an artifact
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ter is a code word, and each label is derived from the
combination of two code words. Each combination
uniquely identifies a label, e.g., A in the premise and
B in the hypothesis equals Entailment. However, a sin-
gle code word cannot identify the label.

only baselines can detect the artifact. Each label
is represented by the concatenation of two “code
words”, and this mapping is one-to-many: each la-
bel has three combinations of code words, and each
combination uniquely identifies a label. Table 2
shows our code word configuration. The design
of the code words ensures that a single code word
cannot uniquely identify a label—you need both.

We put one code word in the premise and the
other in the hypothesis. These encrypted labels
mimic an artifact that requires both parts of the
input. Table 3 shows an SNLI example modified
accordingly. A full-input model can exploit the
artifact and trivially achieve perfect accuracy, but a
partial-input model cannot.

A more extreme version of this modified dataset
has exactly the nine combinations in Table 2 as both
the training set and the test set. Since a single code
word cannot identify the label, neither hypothesis-
only nor premise-only baselines can achieve more
than chance accuracy. However, a full-input model
can perfectly extract the label by combining the
premise and the hypothesis.
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Table 3: Each example in this dataset has a code word
added to both the premise and the hypothesis. Follow-
ing the configuration of Table 2, A in the premise com-
bined with B in the hypothesis indicates the label is En-
tailment. A full-input model can easily exploit this arti-
fact but partial-input models cannot.
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Our synthetic dataset variants contain trivial arti-
facts that partial-input baselines fail to detect. Do
real datasets such as SNLI have artifacts that are not
detected by partial-input baselines?

We investigate this by providing additional in-
formation about the premise to a hypothesis-only
model. In particular, we provide the last noun of the
premise, i.e., we form a hypothesis-plus-one-word
model. Since this additional information appears
useless to humans (examples below), it is an artifact
rather than a generalizable pattern.

We use a BERT-based (Devlin et al., 2019) clas-
sifier that gets 88.28% accuracy with the regular,
full input. The hypothesis-only version reaches
70.10% accuracy.1 With the hypothesis-plus-one-
word model, the accuracy improves to 74.6%, i.e.,
the model solves 15% of the “hard” examples that
are unsolvable by the hypothesis-only model.2

Table 4 shows examples that are only solvable
with the one additional word from the premise. For
both the hypothesis-only and hypothesis-plus-one-
word models, we follow Papernot and McDaniel
(2018) and Wallace et al. (2018) and retrieve train-
ing examples using nearest neighbor search in the
final BERT representation space. In the first ex-
ample, humans would not consider the hypothesis
“The young boy is crying” as a contradiction to the
premise “camera”. In this case, the hypothesis-only
model incorrectly predicts Entailment, however,
the hypothesis-plus-one-word model correctly pre-
dicts Contradiction. This pattern—including one
premise word—is an artifact that regular partial-
input baselines cannot detect but can be exploited
by a full-input model.

1Gururangan et al. (2018) report 67.0% using a simpler
hypothesis-only model.

2We create the easy-hard split of the dataset using our
model, not using the model from Gururangan et al. (2018).
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truth label set as the premise. Every hypothesis occurs
three times in the dataset, each time with a unique la-
bel and premise combination (not shown in this table).
Therefore, a hypothesis-only baseline will only achieve
chance accuracy, but a full-input model can trivially
solve the dataset.

Label Combinations

Entailment A+B C+D E+F
Contradiction A+F C+B E+D
Neutral A+D C+F E+B

Table 2: We “encrypt” the labels to mimic an artifact
that requires both parts of the input. Each capital let-
ter is a code word, and each label is derived from the
combination of two code words. Each combination
uniquely identifies a label, e.g., A in the premise and
B in the hypothesis equals Entailment. However, a sin-
gle code word cannot identify the label.

only baselines can detect the artifact. Each label
is represented by the concatenation of two “code
words”, and this mapping is one-to-many: each la-
bel has three combinations of code words, and each
combination uniquely identifies a label. Table 2
shows our code word configuration. The design
of the code words ensures that a single code word
cannot uniquely identify a label—you need both.

We put one code word in the premise and the
other in the hypothesis. These encrypted labels
mimic an artifact that requires both parts of the
input. Table 3 shows an SNLI example modified
accordingly. A full-input model can exploit the
artifact and trivially achieve perfect accuracy, but a
partial-input model cannot.

A more extreme version of this modified dataset
has exactly the nine combinations in Table 2 as both
the training set and the test set. Since a single code
word cannot identify the label, neither hypothesis-
only nor premise-only baselines can achieve more
than chance accuracy. However, a full-input model
can perfectly extract the label by combining the
premise and the hypothesis.

Premise A Animals are running
Hypothesis B Animals are outdoors

Label Entailment

Table 3: Each example in this dataset has a code word
added to both the premise and the hypothesis. Follow-
ing the configuration of Table 2, A in the premise com-
bined with B in the hypothesis indicates the label is En-
tailment. A full-input model can easily exploit this arti-
fact but partial-input models cannot.

4 Artifacts Evade Partial-input Baselines

Our synthetic dataset variants contain trivial arti-
facts that partial-input baselines fail to detect. Do
real datasets such as SNLI have artifacts that are not
detected by partial-input baselines?

We investigate this by providing additional in-
formation about the premise to a hypothesis-only
model. In particular, we provide the last noun of the
premise, i.e., we form a hypothesis-plus-one-word
model. Since this additional information appears
useless to humans (examples below), it is an artifact
rather than a generalizable pattern.

We use a BERT-based (Devlin et al., 2019) clas-
sifier that gets 88.28% accuracy with the regular,
full input. The hypothesis-only version reaches
70.10% accuracy.1 With the hypothesis-plus-one-
word model, the accuracy improves to 74.6%, i.e.,
the model solves 15% of the “hard” examples that
are unsolvable by the hypothesis-only model.2

Table 4 shows examples that are only solvable
with the one additional word from the premise. For
both the hypothesis-only and hypothesis-plus-one-
word models, we follow Papernot and McDaniel
(2018) and Wallace et al. (2018) and retrieve train-
ing examples using nearest neighbor search in the
final BERT representation space. In the first ex-
ample, humans would not consider the hypothesis
“The young boy is crying” as a contradiction to the
premise “camera”. In this case, the hypothesis-only
model incorrectly predicts Entailment, however,
the hypothesis-plus-one-word model correctly pre-
dicts Contradiction. This pattern—including one
premise word—is an artifact that regular partial-
input baselines cannot detect but can be exploited
by a full-input model.

1Gururangan et al. (2018) report 67.0% using a simpler
hypothesis-only model.

2We create the easy-hard split of the dataset using our
model, not using the model from Gururangan et al. (2018).
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Label Premise Hypothesis
Contradiction A young boy hanging on a pole smiling at the camera. The young boy is crying.
Contradiction A boy smiles tentatively at the camera. a boy is crying.
Contradiction A happy child smiles at the camera. The child is crying at the playground.
Contradiction A girl shows a small child her camera. A boy crying.
Entailment A little boy with a baseball on his shirt is crying. A boy is crying.
Entailment Young boy crying in a stroller. A boy is crying.
Entailment A baby boy in overalls is crying. A boy is crying.

Entailment Little boy playing with his toy train. A boy is playing with toys.
Entailment A little boy is looking at a toy train. A boy is looking at a toy.
Entailment Little redheaded boy looking at a toy train. A little boy is watching a toy train.
Entailment A young girl in goggles riding on a toy train. A girl rides a toy train.
Contradiction A little girl is playing with tinker toys. A little boy is playing with toys.
Contradiction A toddler shovels a snowy driveway with a shovel. A young child is playing with toys.
Contradiction A boy playing with toys in a bedroom. A boy is playing with toys at the park.

Table 4: We create a hypothesis-plus-one-word model that sees the hypothesis alongside the last noun in the
premise. We show two SNLI test examples (highlighted) that are answered correctly using this model but are an-
swered incorrectly using a hypothesis-only model. For each test example, we also show the training examples that
are nearest neighbors in BERT’s representation space. When using the hypothesis and the last noun in the premise
(underlined), training examples with the correct label are retrieved; when using only the hypothesis, examples with
the incorrect label are retrieved.

5 Discussion and Related Work

Partial-input baselines are valuable sanity checks
for datasets, but as we illustrate, their implications
should be understood carefully. This section dis-
cusses methods for validating and creating datasets
in light of possible artifacts from the annotation
process, as well as empirical results that corrobo-
rate the potential pitfalls highlighted in this paper.
Furthermore, we discuss alternative approaches for
developing robust NLP models.

Hypothesis Testing Validating datasets with
partial-input baselines is a form of hypothesis-
testing: one hypothesizes trivial solutions to the
dataset (i.e., a spurious correlation between labels
and a part of the input) and verifies if these hypothe-
ses are true. While it is tempting to hypothesize
other ways a model can cheat, it is infeasible to enu-
merate over all of them. In other words, if we could
write down all the necessary tests for test-driven
development (Beck, 2002) of a machine learning
model, we would already have a rule-based system
that can solve our task.

Adversarial Annotation Rather than using
partial-input baselines as post-hoc tests, a natural
idea is to incorporate them into the data genera-
tion process to reject bad examples. For example,
the SWAG (Zellers et al., 2018) dataset consists of
multiple-choice answers that are selected adver-
sarially against an ensemble of partial-input and
heuristic classifiers. However, since these classi-

fiers can be easily fooled if they rely on superficial
patterns, the resulting dataset may still contain arti-
facts. In particular, a much stronger model (BERT)
that sees the full-input easily solves the dataset.
This demonstrates that using partial-input baselines
as adversaries may lead to datasets that are just dif-
ficult enough to fool the baselines but not difficult
enough to ensure that no model can cheat.

Adversarial Evaluation Instead of validating a
dataset, one can alternatively probe the model di-
rectly. For example, models can be stress tested
using adversarial examples (Jia and Liang, 2017;
Wallace et al., 2019) and challenge sets (Glock-
ner et al., 2018; Naik et al., 2018). These tests
can reveal strikingly simple model limitations, e.g.,
basic paraphrases can fool textual entailment and
visual question answering systems (Iyyer et al.,
2018; Ribeiro et al., 2018), while common typos
drastically degrade neural machine translation qual-
ity (Belinkov and Bisk, 2018).

Interpretations Another technique for probing
models is to use interpretation methods. Inter-
pretations, however, have a problem of faithful-
ness (Rudin, 2018): they approximate (often lo-
cally) a complex model with a simpler, inter-
pretable model (often a linear model). Since in-
terpretations are inherently an approximation, they
can never be completely faithful—there are cases
where the original model and the simple model
behave differently (Ghorbani et al., 2019). These

Old Premise Animals are running
New Premise Entailment
Hypothesis Animals are outdoors

Label Entailment

Table 1: Each example in this dataset has the ground-
truth label set as the premise. Every hypothesis occurs
three times in the dataset, each time with a unique la-
bel and premise combination (not shown in this table).
Therefore, a hypothesis-only baseline will only achieve
chance accuracy, but a full-input model can trivially
solve the dataset.

Label Combinations

Entailment A+B C+D E+F
Contradiction A+F C+B E+D
Neutral A+D C+F E+B

Table 2: We “encrypt” the labels to mimic an artifact
that requires both parts of the input. Each capital let-
ter is a code word, and each label is derived from the
combination of two code words. Each combination
uniquely identifies a label, e.g., A in the premise and
B in the hypothesis equals Entailment. However, a sin-
gle code word cannot identify the label.

only baselines can detect the artifact. Each label
is represented by the concatenation of two “code
words”, and this mapping is one-to-many: each la-
bel has three combinations of code words, and each
combination uniquely identifies a label. Table 2
shows our code word configuration. The design
of the code words ensures that a single code word
cannot uniquely identify a label—you need both.

We put one code word in the premise and the
other in the hypothesis. These encrypted labels
mimic an artifact that requires both parts of the
input. Table 3 shows an SNLI example modified
accordingly. A full-input model can exploit the
artifact and trivially achieve perfect accuracy, but a
partial-input model cannot.

A more extreme version of this modified dataset
has exactly the nine combinations in Table 2 as both
the training set and the test set. Since a single code
word cannot identify the label, neither hypothesis-
only nor premise-only baselines can achieve more
than chance accuracy. However, a full-input model
can perfectly extract the label by combining the
premise and the hypothesis.

Premise A Animals are running
Hypothesis B Animals are outdoors

Label Entailment

Table 3: Each example in this dataset has a code word
added to both the premise and the hypothesis. Follow-
ing the configuration of Table 2, A in the premise com-
bined with B in the hypothesis indicates the label is En-
tailment. A full-input model can easily exploit this arti-
fact but partial-input models cannot.

4 Artifacts Evade Partial-input Baselines

Our synthetic dataset variants contain trivial arti-
facts that partial-input baselines fail to detect. Do
real datasets such as SNLI have artifacts that are not
detected by partial-input baselines?

We investigate this by providing additional in-
formation about the premise to a hypothesis-only
model. In particular, we provide the last noun of the
premise, i.e., we form a hypothesis-plus-one-word
model. Since this additional information appears
useless to humans (examples below), it is an artifact
rather than a generalizable pattern.

We use a BERT-based (Devlin et al., 2019) clas-
sifier that gets 88.28% accuracy with the regular,
full input. The hypothesis-only version reaches
70.10% accuracy.1 With the hypothesis-plus-one-
word model, the accuracy improves to 74.6%, i.e.,
the model solves 15% of the “hard” examples that
are unsolvable by the hypothesis-only model.2

Table 4 shows examples that are only solvable
with the one additional word from the premise. For
both the hypothesis-only and hypothesis-plus-one-
word models, we follow Papernot and McDaniel
(2018) and Wallace et al. (2018) and retrieve train-
ing examples using nearest neighbor search in the
final BERT representation space. In the first ex-
ample, humans would not consider the hypothesis
“The young boy is crying” as a contradiction to the
premise “camera”. In this case, the hypothesis-only
model incorrectly predicts Entailment, however,
the hypothesis-plus-one-word model correctly pre-
dicts Contradiction. This pattern—including one
premise word—is an artifact that regular partial-
input baselines cannot detect but can be exploited
by a full-input model.

1Gururangan et al. (2018) report 67.0% using a simpler
hypothesis-only model.

2We create the easy-hard split of the dataset using our
model, not using the model from Gururangan et al. (2018).
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Table 1: Each example in this dataset has the ground-
truth label set as the premise. Every hypothesis occurs
three times in the dataset, each time with a unique la-
bel and premise combination (not shown in this table).
Therefore, a hypothesis-only baseline will only achieve
chance accuracy, but a full-input model can trivially
solve the dataset.

Label Combinations

Entailment A+B C+D E+F
Contradiction A+F C+B E+D
Neutral A+D C+F E+B

Table 2: We “encrypt” the labels to mimic an artifact
that requires both parts of the input. Each capital let-
ter is a code word, and each label is derived from the
combination of two code words. Each combination
uniquely identifies a label, e.g., A in the premise and
B in the hypothesis equals Entailment. However, a sin-
gle code word cannot identify the label.

only baselines can detect the artifact. Each label
is represented by the concatenation of two “code
words”, and this mapping is one-to-many: each la-
bel has three combinations of code words, and each
combination uniquely identifies a label. Table 2
shows our code word configuration. The design
of the code words ensures that a single code word
cannot uniquely identify a label—you need both.

We put one code word in the premise and the
other in the hypothesis. These encrypted labels
mimic an artifact that requires both parts of the
input. Table 3 shows an SNLI example modified
accordingly. A full-input model can exploit the
artifact and trivially achieve perfect accuracy, but a
partial-input model cannot.

A more extreme version of this modified dataset
has exactly the nine combinations in Table 2 as both
the training set and the test set. Since a single code
word cannot identify the label, neither hypothesis-
only nor premise-only baselines can achieve more
than chance accuracy. However, a full-input model
can perfectly extract the label by combining the
premise and the hypothesis.

Premise A Animals are running
Hypothesis B Animals are outdoors

Label Entailment

Table 3: Each example in this dataset has a code word
added to both the premise and the hypothesis. Follow-
ing the configuration of Table 2, A in the premise com-
bined with B in the hypothesis indicates the label is En-
tailment. A full-input model can easily exploit this arti-
fact but partial-input models cannot.

4 Artifacts Evade Partial-input Baselines

Our synthetic dataset variants contain trivial arti-
facts that partial-input baselines fail to detect. Do
real datasets such as SNLI have artifacts that are not
detected by partial-input baselines?

We investigate this by providing additional in-
formation about the premise to a hypothesis-only
model. In particular, we provide the last noun of the
premise, i.e., we form a hypothesis-plus-one-word
model. Since this additional information appears
useless to humans (examples below), it is an artifact
rather than a generalizable pattern.

We use a BERT-based (Devlin et al., 2019) clas-
sifier that gets 88.28% accuracy with the regular,
full input. The hypothesis-only version reaches
70.10% accuracy.1 With the hypothesis-plus-one-
word model, the accuracy improves to 74.6%, i.e.,
the model solves 15% of the “hard” examples that
are unsolvable by the hypothesis-only model.2

Table 4 shows examples that are only solvable
with the one additional word from the premise. For
both the hypothesis-only and hypothesis-plus-one-
word models, we follow Papernot and McDaniel
(2018) and Wallace et al. (2018) and retrieve train-
ing examples using nearest neighbor search in the
final BERT representation space. In the first ex-
ample, humans would not consider the hypothesis
“The young boy is crying” as a contradiction to the
premise “camera”. In this case, the hypothesis-only
model incorrectly predicts Entailment, however,
the hypothesis-plus-one-word model correctly pre-
dicts Contradiction. This pattern—including one
premise word—is an artifact that regular partial-
input baselines cannot detect but can be exploited
by a full-input model.

1Gururangan et al. (2018) report 67.0% using a simpler
hypothesis-only model.

2We create the easy-hard split of the dataset using our
model, not using the model from Gururangan et al. (2018).
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Table 1: Each example in this dataset has the ground-
truth label set as the premise. Every hypothesis occurs
three times in the dataset, each time with a unique la-
bel and premise combination (not shown in this table).
Therefore, a hypothesis-only baseline will only achieve
chance accuracy, but a full-input model can trivially
solve the dataset.

Label Combinations

Entailment A+B C+D E+F
Contradiction A+F C+B E+D
Neutral A+D C+F E+B

Table 2: We “encrypt” the labels to mimic an artifact
that requires both parts of the input. Each capital let-
ter is a code word, and each label is derived from the
combination of two code words. Each combination
uniquely identifies a label, e.g., A in the premise and
B in the hypothesis equals Entailment. However, a sin-
gle code word cannot identify the label.

only baselines can detect the artifact. Each label
is represented by the concatenation of two “code
words”, and this mapping is one-to-many: each la-
bel has three combinations of code words, and each
combination uniquely identifies a label. Table 2
shows our code word configuration. The design
of the code words ensures that a single code word
cannot uniquely identify a label—you need both.

We put one code word in the premise and the
other in the hypothesis. These encrypted labels
mimic an artifact that requires both parts of the
input. Table 3 shows an SNLI example modified
accordingly. A full-input model can exploit the
artifact and trivially achieve perfect accuracy, but a
partial-input model cannot.

A more extreme version of this modified dataset
has exactly the nine combinations in Table 2 as both
the training set and the test set. Since a single code
word cannot identify the label, neither hypothesis-
only nor premise-only baselines can achieve more
than chance accuracy. However, a full-input model
can perfectly extract the label by combining the
premise and the hypothesis.

Premise A Animals are running
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Table 3: Each example in this dataset has a code word
added to both the premise and the hypothesis. Follow-
ing the configuration of Table 2, A in the premise com-
bined with B in the hypothesis indicates the label is En-
tailment. A full-input model can easily exploit this arti-
fact but partial-input models cannot.

4 Artifacts Evade Partial-input Baselines

Our synthetic dataset variants contain trivial arti-
facts that partial-input baselines fail to detect. Do
real datasets such as SNLI have artifacts that are not
detected by partial-input baselines?

We investigate this by providing additional in-
formation about the premise to a hypothesis-only
model. In particular, we provide the last noun of the
premise, i.e., we form a hypothesis-plus-one-word
model. Since this additional information appears
useless to humans (examples below), it is an artifact
rather than a generalizable pattern.

We use a BERT-based (Devlin et al., 2019) clas-
sifier that gets 88.28% accuracy with the regular,
full input. The hypothesis-only version reaches
70.10% accuracy.1 With the hypothesis-plus-one-
word model, the accuracy improves to 74.6%, i.e.,
the model solves 15% of the “hard” examples that
are unsolvable by the hypothesis-only model.2

Table 4 shows examples that are only solvable
with the one additional word from the premise. For
both the hypothesis-only and hypothesis-plus-one-
word models, we follow Papernot and McDaniel
(2018) and Wallace et al. (2018) and retrieve train-
ing examples using nearest neighbor search in the
final BERT representation space. In the first ex-
ample, humans would not consider the hypothesis
“The young boy is crying” as a contradiction to the
premise “camera”. In this case, the hypothesis-only
model incorrectly predicts Entailment, however,
the hypothesis-plus-one-word model correctly pre-
dicts Contradiction. This pattern—including one
premise word—is an artifact that regular partial-
input baselines cannot detect but can be exploited
by a full-input model.

1Gururangan et al. (2018) report 67.0% using a simpler
hypothesis-only model.

2We create the easy-hard split of the dataset using our
model, not using the model from Gururangan et al. (2018).
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Label Premise Hypothesis
Contradiction A young boy hanging on a pole smiling at the camera. The young boy is crying.
Contradiction A boy smiles tentatively at the camera. a boy is crying.
Contradiction A happy child smiles at the camera. The child is crying at the playground.
Contradiction A girl shows a small child her camera. A boy crying.
Entailment A little boy with a baseball on his shirt is crying. A boy is crying.
Entailment Young boy crying in a stroller. A boy is crying.
Entailment A baby boy in overalls is crying. A boy is crying.

Entailment Little boy playing with his toy train. A boy is playing with toys.
Entailment A little boy is looking at a toy train. A boy is looking at a toy.
Entailment Little redheaded boy looking at a toy train. A little boy is watching a toy train.
Entailment A young girl in goggles riding on a toy train. A girl rides a toy train.
Contradiction A little girl is playing with tinker toys. A little boy is playing with toys.
Contradiction A toddler shovels a snowy driveway with a shovel. A young child is playing with toys.
Contradiction A boy playing with toys in a bedroom. A boy is playing with toys at the park.

Table 4: We create a hypothesis-plus-one-word model that sees the hypothesis alongside the last noun in the
premise. We show two SNLI test examples (highlighted) that are answered correctly using this model but are an-
swered incorrectly using a hypothesis-only model. For each test example, we also show the training examples that
are nearest neighbors in BERT’s representation space. When using the hypothesis and the last noun in the premise
(underlined), training examples with the correct label are retrieved; when using only the hypothesis, examples with
the incorrect label are retrieved.

5 Discussion and Related Work

Partial-input baselines are valuable sanity checks
for datasets, but as we illustrate, their implications
should be understood carefully. This section dis-
cusses methods for validating and creating datasets
in light of possible artifacts from the annotation
process, as well as empirical results that corrobo-
rate the potential pitfalls highlighted in this paper.
Furthermore, we discuss alternative approaches for
developing robust NLP models.

Hypothesis Testing Validating datasets with
partial-input baselines is a form of hypothesis-
testing: one hypothesizes trivial solutions to the
dataset (i.e., a spurious correlation between labels
and a part of the input) and verifies if these hypothe-
ses are true. While it is tempting to hypothesize
other ways a model can cheat, it is infeasible to enu-
merate over all of them. In other words, if we could
write down all the necessary tests for test-driven
development (Beck, 2002) of a machine learning
model, we would already have a rule-based system
that can solve our task.

Adversarial Annotation Rather than using
partial-input baselines as post-hoc tests, a natural
idea is to incorporate them into the data genera-
tion process to reject bad examples. For example,
the SWAG (Zellers et al., 2018) dataset consists of
multiple-choice answers that are selected adver-
sarially against an ensemble of partial-input and
heuristic classifiers. However, since these classi-

fiers can be easily fooled if they rely on superficial
patterns, the resulting dataset may still contain arti-
facts. In particular, a much stronger model (BERT)
that sees the full-input easily solves the dataset.
This demonstrates that using partial-input baselines
as adversaries may lead to datasets that are just dif-
ficult enough to fool the baselines but not difficult
enough to ensure that no model can cheat.

Adversarial Evaluation Instead of validating a
dataset, one can alternatively probe the model di-
rectly. For example, models can be stress tested
using adversarial examples (Jia and Liang, 2017;
Wallace et al., 2019) and challenge sets (Glock-
ner et al., 2018; Naik et al., 2018). These tests
can reveal strikingly simple model limitations, e.g.,
basic paraphrases can fool textual entailment and
visual question answering systems (Iyyer et al.,
2018; Ribeiro et al., 2018), while common typos
drastically degrade neural machine translation qual-
ity (Belinkov and Bisk, 2018).

Interpretations Another technique for probing
models is to use interpretation methods. Inter-
pretations, however, have a problem of faithful-
ness (Rudin, 2018): they approximate (often lo-
cally) a complex model with a simpler, inter-
pretable model (often a linear model). Since in-
terpretations are inherently an approximation, they
can never be completely faithful—there are cases
where the original model and the simple model
behave differently (Ghorbani et al., 2019). These

Old Premise Animals are running
New Premise Entailment
Hypothesis Animals are outdoors

Label Entailment

Table 1: Each example in this dataset has the ground-
truth label set as the premise. Every hypothesis occurs
three times in the dataset, each time with a unique la-
bel and premise combination (not shown in this table).
Therefore, a hypothesis-only baseline will only achieve
chance accuracy, but a full-input model can trivially
solve the dataset.

Label Combinations

Entailment A+B C+D E+F
Contradiction A+F C+B E+D
Neutral A+D C+F E+B

Table 2: We “encrypt” the labels to mimic an artifact
that requires both parts of the input. Each capital let-
ter is a code word, and each label is derived from the
combination of two code words. Each combination
uniquely identifies a label, e.g., A in the premise and
B in the hypothesis equals Entailment. However, a sin-
gle code word cannot identify the label.

only baselines can detect the artifact. Each label
is represented by the concatenation of two “code
words”, and this mapping is one-to-many: each la-
bel has three combinations of code words, and each
combination uniquely identifies a label. Table 2
shows our code word configuration. The design
of the code words ensures that a single code word
cannot uniquely identify a label—you need both.

We put one code word in the premise and the
other in the hypothesis. These encrypted labels
mimic an artifact that requires both parts of the
input. Table 3 shows an SNLI example modified
accordingly. A full-input model can exploit the
artifact and trivially achieve perfect accuracy, but a
partial-input model cannot.

A more extreme version of this modified dataset
has exactly the nine combinations in Table 2 as both
the training set and the test set. Since a single code
word cannot identify the label, neither hypothesis-
only nor premise-only baselines can achieve more
than chance accuracy. However, a full-input model
can perfectly extract the label by combining the
premise and the hypothesis.

Premise A Animals are running
Hypothesis B Animals are outdoors

Label Entailment

Table 3: Each example in this dataset has a code word
added to both the premise and the hypothesis. Follow-
ing the configuration of Table 2, A in the premise com-
bined with B in the hypothesis indicates the label is En-
tailment. A full-input model can easily exploit this arti-
fact but partial-input models cannot.

4 Artifacts Evade Partial-input Baselines

Our synthetic dataset variants contain trivial arti-
facts that partial-input baselines fail to detect. Do
real datasets such as SNLI have artifacts that are not
detected by partial-input baselines?

We investigate this by providing additional in-
formation about the premise to a hypothesis-only
model. In particular, we provide the last noun of the
premise, i.e., we form a hypothesis-plus-one-word
model. Since this additional information appears
useless to humans (examples below), it is an artifact
rather than a generalizable pattern.

We use a BERT-based (Devlin et al., 2019) clas-
sifier that gets 88.28% accuracy with the regular,
full input. The hypothesis-only version reaches
70.10% accuracy.1 With the hypothesis-plus-one-
word model, the accuracy improves to 74.6%, i.e.,
the model solves 15% of the “hard” examples that
are unsolvable by the hypothesis-only model.2

Table 4 shows examples that are only solvable
with the one additional word from the premise. For
both the hypothesis-only and hypothesis-plus-one-
word models, we follow Papernot and McDaniel
(2018) and Wallace et al. (2018) and retrieve train-
ing examples using nearest neighbor search in the
final BERT representation space. In the first ex-
ample, humans would not consider the hypothesis
“The young boy is crying” as a contradiction to the
premise “camera”. In this case, the hypothesis-only
model incorrectly predicts Entailment, however,
the hypothesis-plus-one-word model correctly pre-
dicts Contradiction. This pattern—including one
premise word—is an artifact that regular partial-
input baselines cannot detect but can be exploited
by a full-input model.

1Gururangan et al. (2018) report 67.0% using a simpler
hypothesis-only model.

2We create the easy-hard split of the dataset using our
model, not using the model from Gururangan et al. (2018).

Old Premise Animals are running
New Premise Entailment
Hypothesis Animals are outdoors

Label Entailment

Table 1: Each example in this dataset has the ground-
truth label set as the premise. Every hypothesis occurs
three times in the dataset, each time with a unique la-
bel and premise combination (not shown in this table).
Therefore, a hypothesis-only baseline will only achieve
chance accuracy, but a full-input model can trivially
solve the dataset.

Label Combinations

Entailment A+B C+D E+F
Contradiction A+F C+B E+D
Neutral A+D C+F E+B

Table 2: We “encrypt” the labels to mimic an artifact
that requires both parts of the input. Each capital let-
ter is a code word, and each label is derived from the
combination of two code words. Each combination
uniquely identifies a label, e.g., A in the premise and
B in the hypothesis equals Entailment. However, a sin-
gle code word cannot identify the label.

only baselines can detect the artifact. Each label
is represented by the concatenation of two “code
words”, and this mapping is one-to-many: each la-
bel has three combinations of code words, and each
combination uniquely identifies a label. Table 2
shows our code word configuration. The design
of the code words ensures that a single code word
cannot uniquely identify a label—you need both.

We put one code word in the premise and the
other in the hypothesis. These encrypted labels
mimic an artifact that requires both parts of the
input. Table 3 shows an SNLI example modified
accordingly. A full-input model can exploit the
artifact and trivially achieve perfect accuracy, but a
partial-input model cannot.

A more extreme version of this modified dataset
has exactly the nine combinations in Table 2 as both
the training set and the test set. Since a single code
word cannot identify the label, neither hypothesis-
only nor premise-only baselines can achieve more
than chance accuracy. However, a full-input model
can perfectly extract the label by combining the
premise and the hypothesis.
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Hypothesis B Animals are outdoors

Label Entailment

Table 3: Each example in this dataset has a code word
added to both the premise and the hypothesis. Follow-
ing the configuration of Table 2, A in the premise com-
bined with B in the hypothesis indicates the label is En-
tailment. A full-input model can easily exploit this arti-
fact but partial-input models cannot.

4 Artifacts Evade Partial-input Baselines

Our synthetic dataset variants contain trivial arti-
facts that partial-input baselines fail to detect. Do
real datasets such as SNLI have artifacts that are not
detected by partial-input baselines?

We investigate this by providing additional in-
formation about the premise to a hypothesis-only
model. In particular, we provide the last noun of the
premise, i.e., we form a hypothesis-plus-one-word
model. Since this additional information appears
useless to humans (examples below), it is an artifact
rather than a generalizable pattern.

We use a BERT-based (Devlin et al., 2019) clas-
sifier that gets 88.28% accuracy with the regular,
full input. The hypothesis-only version reaches
70.10% accuracy.1 With the hypothesis-plus-one-
word model, the accuracy improves to 74.6%, i.e.,
the model solves 15% of the “hard” examples that
are unsolvable by the hypothesis-only model.2

Table 4 shows examples that are only solvable
with the one additional word from the premise. For
both the hypothesis-only and hypothesis-plus-one-
word models, we follow Papernot and McDaniel
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final BERT representation space. In the first ex-
ample, humans would not consider the hypothesis
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premise “camera”. In this case, the hypothesis-only
model incorrectly predicts Entailment, however,
the hypothesis-plus-one-word model correctly pre-
dicts Contradiction. This pattern—including one
premise word—is an artifact that regular partial-
input baselines cannot detect but can be exploited
by a full-input model.

1Gururangan et al. (2018) report 67.0% using a simpler
hypothesis-only model.

2We create the easy-hard split of the dataset using our
model, not using the model from Gururangan et al. (2018).
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“Difficult”examples 
made easy with  

one word 
in the premise 

25% of all “difficult” 
test examples are 

solvable with 
one extra word

Premise         Animals are running 
Hypothesis    Animals are outdoors 
—————————————— 
Label             Entailment

Hypo-only  72% 
Full-input   80% (+8%) Dataset is “Easy”!

But failure of hypothesis-only model doesn’t mean the dataset is difficult 

Hypo-only  33% 
Full-input   100% (+67%)

Hypo-only  33% 
Full-input   100% (+67%)

Not 
Difficult!

Not 
Difficult!

Artifact exposes label by hiding 
it in premise + hypothesis

Hypo-only  33% 
Perm-only  33% 
Full-input   100% (+67%)

How do we measure the difficulty of a dataset?

25% of all “difficult” examples are solvable with one premise word


